
Challenge 
Partner “ABC” is well known for providing its members with exceptional insurance and financial services over its 
long history.  When Partner “ABC” began working with TrueCar, the company had high hopes that TrueCar’s car 
buying service (CBS) would improve its “booked” rate (funded loans divided by all applications) through integration 
of its auto loan product into the TrueCar-powered CBS portal and TrueCar’s “No Flipping” policy with its Certified 
Dealers.

ActionAction
When designing Partner “ABCWhen designing Partner “ABC’s” CBS, TrueCar built in context pointing directly to the Partner’s online loan 
application in multiple areas of the CBS platform and follow-up communications.  More recently, TrueCar 
integrated an Estimated Monthly Payment Calculator into the New Car Configurator and Used Car Listing pages 
that, based on a sample APR, down payment, pay-off length and the TrueCar upfront price for the desired vehicle, 
gives the member an estimated monthly payment and link to apply for financing.  Finally, TrueCar regularly 
reinforces its “No Flipping” policy to ensure that members who arrive at a TrueCar Certified Dealer with Partner 
“ABC” financing a“ABC” financing aren’t “flipped” into captive or other indirect financing.

Results
During a recent 90-day period, Partner “ABC” funded the loans of members who visited the CBS platform and 
applied for a new car loan at a 38% higher rate than those who didn’t visit and applied.  The percentage increase 
for used car buyers was 32%.  The lift in the booked rate can be attributed to the CBS providing customers a 
one-stop shop for researching, obtaining a competitive upfront price, applying for a loan and buying from a trusted 
dealer committed to honoring Partner ABC financing.  Customers who were “left on their own” in the car buying 
process were more likely to fall out of the process or ultimately finance through an alternative source.
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• Increased booked auto
   loan rate

• Marketing support

• Integration into post-loan      
   application process

• Refer members back to        
   Partner financing 
• Built Estimated Monthly   
   Payment Calculator 
• • Trained dealers on “No         
   Flipping” rule 
• Tested and Optimized
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Key Takeaway:
The TrueCar operated CBS 
consistently delivers higher booked 
rates among CBS visitors 
compared to non-CBS visitors.32%Used Vehicles


